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February 6, 2018

Motion 15070

Proposed No.2017-0290.2 Sponsors Gossett and Kohl-Welles

1 A MOTION accepting receipt from the King County

2 sheriffs office report on implementation of an enhanced,

3 culturally appropriate antibias, violence cle-escalation, and

4 crisis intervention training program.

5 V/HEREAS, the service excellence goal of the King County Strategic Plan

6 prioritizes abuilding of culture of service that is responsive and accountable to the

7 community, and

8 WHEREAS, in accordance with Ordinance 18409, the council requested the

9 sheriffs office provide a report on implicit bias, de-escalation, and crisis intervention

l"O training prior to the release of $800,000 in the 2017 -18 biennium;

It NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT MOVED by the Council of King County:

t2 The King County council hereby accepts the King County sheriffs office report

13 on implementation of an enhanced, culturally appropriate antibias, violence
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Motion 15070

de-escalation, and crisis intervention training program to be completed by December 31,

2018, which is contained in Attachments A, B and C to this motion.

Motion 15070 was introduced on 7ll0l20l7 and passed by the Metropolitan King
County Council on2l5l20I8, by the following vote:

Yes: 9 - Mr, von Reichbauer, Mr. Gossett, Ms. Lambert, Mr' Dunn,

Mr. McDermott, Mr. Dembowski, Mr. Upthegrove, Ms. Kohl-Welles
and Ms. Balducci
No:0
Excused:0

KING COUNTY COUNCIL
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

ATTEST:

Melani Pedroza, Clerk of the Council

Attachments: A. Crisis Intervention Team Training and Policy Recommendations from Deborah Jacobs

Dated June 29,2017, B. Procedural Justice for Law Enforcement - Participant Guide - August 2013, C'

Sheriff King County Memorandum, dated June 30, 2017
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King County

Oflìce of Larv Enfbrcement Oversight
Deborah Jacobs. I)irector
40 I lìifth Ar,eltue. lloom ß I
Seattle, WA 9tll04-t8l I

206-263 -887 0 I F,¡x: 206-29 6' 167 5

1'lY Relay: 711

oleo(!kingcounty.g0v
lvlvw. kingeounty. gov/o leo

June 29" 20l¡7

1(): Sheriff'Joh¡r [Jrquhart

FR: Deborah Jacobs, Directol'. Of'fice of L¿w Enforcement Oversiglrt

RE: Crisis Intervention Tean, Training and Policy Recommendations

As Washingtor-r Slate struggles tcr provide adecluate services for people with behavioral health

issues, police ae frequently called rpon tr help people in crisis. These interactions can pose

dangers to deputies and citizens alike. We want KCSO's cleputies to have every advantage in

securing safe and peaceful resolutions to interactions with people in behavioral crisis. Witli this

in mind, and following the conclusion ofail rcviews ofthe October2l,2016 shooting ofRenee

Davis at Muckleshoot, we'.,,r;ii,:,.i 1ll share thotrghts and recommendations cn how to best

position KCSO deputies to respond to calls regarding people in behavioral crisis, Our

rccommendations are drawu ÍÌom exposnre to CIT training, as well as expeltise {ìoltt local and

national expelts fron, the law enfurcement and mental health frelds.

We hope that you will corrsitler tlrc Íirllowing ¡rolicy aud traiuirrg rccommendations on

interacting r,vith and using force on persons in behavioral crisis, and conttecting those persons to

community resources that ale urore appropriate thanjail or the hospittrl. We believe that these

recomurendations will protect the intercsts of officers and citizens alike by providing nrorc tools

to utilize when engaging persons in crisis, and ultimately lead tc safer conditions lìrr all

involved.

Recomrneudation #l - Reguire all conrmissioned officers.prioritizir:ig trainers irr the Police

Training Ofïicer IPIO)program. complete the 40-hr Crisis Intervention Team ICIT'ì Basic

trainins and annual live" in-Þerson ClT-specific training thereafter'

Cun'errtly, t¡nder RCW 43.101,427, each full-time general ar"rthority officer must receive at

minimum eight hours of CIT training, ¿il1d KCSO, tmder the General Orders Manual (GOM)

I
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5.08.040(3), requires all deparftnent personnel cornplete a two-hour online refresher training
annualþ. hr addition tc these requirements, new hires also receive some CIT training through the

patrol procedures pottion during post-Basic l¿w Enforcement Academy @LEA).

Although a step in the right direction, any CIT knowledge gained during the 8-lu CIT training,

online and post-BLEA is only a basic overview ofresponding tc and heþing people in

behavioral crisis. This limited training cannot adequately prepare offtcers because there is not

suffrcierrt time for offrcers b be immerscd in crucial components such æ role-playing, mock

scenarios or engage in dialogue with the trainers and people with mental health diagnoses or

developmental disabilities wlm share their stories and experiences.

Given the sirnificant number of calls KCSO receives that involves aperson in behavioral crisis,

KCSO offrcers should be æ prepared æ possible to respond. As you know, the 40-hr CII'Basic
training provides ofüceru with a foundation for building crisis intervention skills. The training
also educates offrcers about different community resources s that options are not limiæd to

taking the person to jail or the hospital where they are too often released without the help they

needed. In addition, requiring annual live, in-person CIT training enables officers to

continuously build upon and put into skills leamed during the 40-hr CIT training, something

online training cannot accomplish.

We are aware that some precincts have already started sending its offtcers to the 40-hr CIT
training and understand it will take some time to have all remaining offtcers complete the

faining. lt is our rurderstanding that not all PTO's ard MPO's have taken the 40-hr CIT training.

We recommend that KCSO prioritize sending trainers from the PTO program because they are in

a unique position to disseminate knowledge tr new hires (lateral u straight from BLEA). We

encourage you to establish an aggressive goal for getting everyone through the program æ soon

æ possible.

We also understand the current resource consfaints cn requiring annual live, in-person CIT

training and want to work with KCSO in frnding solutions to implement this recommendation.

Recommendatton #2 - Desienate a CIT Coordinator lvho worl$ through behavioral health crisis

related incidents and questions with ofücers. b involved in,reviewine KCSO ClT-related
policies, helps develop CIT in-person training. acts æ a liaison between behavioral health

providers. OLEO and other communitv stakeholders. and rnaintains CIT data.

A CIT coordinator is important in providing in-field support and expertise tc officers. While the

40-hr CIT Basic training will provide officers with a strong foundation of skills, every real-life
situation varies. Having a point person for ofücers to discuss strategy and tactics with, either

before or after a situation, further allows KCSO to deliver better seruice to persons in crisis. This

coordinator should also wuk closely with providers, OLEO and stakeholders tc develop in-

person training, disseminate information tc offrcers regarding communþ resources, coordinate

solutions with providers ard community resources æ gaps are identified, maintain CIT dat4 and

use knowledge gained æ the coordinator t¡ review and revise KCSO policies.
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Again, we al€ sensitive to the rcsource constraints or creating a CIT coorclinator position and

will glaclly suppolt and collaborate with you to try to sectrre funcling.

Recommendation #3 - Review and revise relevant KCSO policies'

Although cle-escalation is the goal of any encounter between ofÏrcers and a person in behavioral

crisis, policy shoulcl emphasize that ar ofIìcer nrust take all possible steps tl not aggravate a

situation and then take steps towarcl de-escalation. CIT repmts by other law enforcement

agencies or organizations emphasizethat slowing actions down, creating space and active

listening does not compromise officer safbty and, h fàct. sometimes showing weapons and

aggressively commanding persons in crisis (in hopes of rnaking scenes safe) has the opposite

effèct. OLEO has identified the ftrllowing policies, at minimum, that.should be reviewed tbr

changes:

. GOM 5.00.055(8)- Cornrnunity Caretaking Searches should be made consistent or

refercnce GOM 5.08.020 (Responding to Individuals in Behavioral Crisis) and GOM

6.00.020 (De-escalation) since the decision to search may aggravate a situation and

actually end up compromising ofücer-safèty.
. GOM 5.08.000 - Persons in Behavioral Crisis - cunently fìagged æ yellow in the GOM,

but we recommend this section be flagged æ rcd. This GOM should also cross-reference

the De-escalation policy (GOM 6.00.020).
. GOM 6.00.020-De-escalation- should refercnce GOM 5.08.020 (Responding to

Inclividuals in Behaviolal Crisis) and 5.08.100 (Contacting People with lntellectual and

Development Disabilities) when adopted. The de-escalation policy should specifically

include slowing down, active listening, verbal persuasion, and consideration that physical

conû'ontation (including lushing to pat someone down for weapons) may aggravate the

situation.

There are good examples ofmodel policies fiom otherjurisclictions includirrg M-gt1¡dtj¡ and

Scni i ng I c equ!!Lr,,Lþud¿f.

'Ihank you for considering these recommendations and aclvising on your course ofaction. We

hope you will agree that better KCSO training in this arena b awin-win that can help prevent

tragedies that impact the Jives of all involved.

)
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Participant Guide
Preparèd $t the

King County Sheriffs Office
Advanced Training Unit

19010- r"'AveS
Burien, Wa. 98148

Developed and written bY

Deputy Tammy A Kynett, Deputy Chad R Mulligan, &
Sgt. Andrew lV[ Mccurdy

Wth special thanks to
Ruth Zschoche, Ph.D

Washington Criminal Justice Training Commission,
Advanced Training Division

'For the
Office of Community Oriented Policing' Seruices

United States' Department of Justice

This project was supported by Cooperative Agreement # 2011CKWXK007 with the

Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, United States Department of Justice.
Points of view or opinions contained h this document are those of the authors and do

not necessarily represent the official position or policies of the united States Department
of Justice, Ofüce of Community Oriented, Policing Seruices.

Apri
King

I 2013
County Sheriffs Office
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Course lntroduction

Overuiew

Course Development

This course was developed lry the King County Sherifrs Office h partnership with the
Washington State Criminal Justice Training Commission (WSCJTC), and with support
from the Office of Community Oriented Pqlicing Services (COPS) through the
Community Policing Development (CPD) Program. This course supports the efforts to
further the practice of community policing ir law enforcement agencies.

The curriculum for this course was designed to be a stand-alone product for agencies
while still retaining the latitude necessary to tailor elements to individual agency needs
and instructor experiences.

Course lntroduction

Tom Tyler of Yale University, a research expert m proceduraljustice and police
legitimacy, has found that the legitimacy and effectiveness of law enforcement b
impacted by the public's perception of law enforcement fairness and justice, and that
improving m this perception b a neglected area of training and practice. This neglect
may explain why, after three decades of dramatically falling crime rates, improved
training, and widely used community policing strategies, public perception of police still
has not significantly improved (Tyler and Pearsall 2010).

Procedural justice within the policing context refers to the principles of fairness h the
processes that resolve criminaljustice disputes and allocate law enforcement
resources. lt b defined by the public perception of the fairness and the transparency of
the processes by which law enforcement authorities make these decisions. Procedural
justice is the fulcrum upon which police legitimacy-the belief that the police have the
right to possess and exercise their authority-balances (Tyler 2006 (b)).

The four pillars of procedural justice are: 1) giving citizens a voice and representation h

the decision-making process, 2) offering transparent and,trustworthy motives h the
decision-making process, 3) maíntainfng neutrality (fairness and consistency) h the
decision-making process, and 4) behaving with respect for a person's rights and dignity
(Tyler 2004).

Since the 1960s the United States has become an increasingly punitive society h which
harsh punishments, æ an attempt at deterrence, are the main response to rule
breaking. Holding fast to a bellef h deterrence theory, the criminaljustice system and
government authorities have embraced polices such as the war cn drugs, and zero
tolerance drug and nuisance strategies, h ar effort to "get tough m crime".
Unfortunately, such strategies have disproportionately impacted the marginalized, the

April 2013 Version 1.0 Page 3
King County Sheriffs Office
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poor, and he minority communities. Wren segments of society perceive that the police
use unfair procedures h the exercising of their authority, üre result can be public
alienation, dissatisfaction, defiance, and non-cooperation (Sunshine and Tyler 2003). h
marginalized communities, officers encounter not merely dissatisfactiqn, but open
mistrust ard hostility. These dynamics hamper laru enforcement effectiveness and
negatively impact officer safety.

lrnplementíng proceduraljustice principals becomes increasingly impoilant æ law
enforcement agencies across the country face shrinking budgets and are challenged to
provide effective services with fewer and fewer resources. This increased importance
relates to tre power of procedural justice b increase police legitimacy h the eyes of üre
public. lncreased legitimacy through proceduraljustice principles of behavior b
significant for effective policing h a few ways:

First, just because law enforcement ofücers have tre authority to issue a command
does not necessarily mean that those commands will be obeyed. Fear of sanction or
punishment will deter only a portion of society fom rule breaking. Effective social
control b best achieved when citizens become self-regulating and take personal
responsibility for following social rules. Research suggests that people will obey Jarus

without tre threat of sanctions when they can trust through their o¡¡r experiences that
the issuing authority b just and legitimate (Sunshine and Tyler 2003). Actions to
engender this trust are the backbone of procedural justice. The use of procedural
justice should thus increase legitimacy and lessen üre burden m law enforcement.

Second, proceduraljustice research indicates that people are more concemed about
horu they feet they were treated during üre decision-making processes that 'H to a
criminaljustice outcome'(e.9., warning, citation, anest), han about the outcome itself.
For instance, Tyler (20M) found the decision regarding whether or not a person feels
they have received proceduraljustice depends on: 1) whether tlre person perceives that
the officer gave ürem an opportunity to actively partlcipate h discussions or explain their
views prior b the officer's decision-making; 21 whether he person feels that tlre officer
would have treated anyone else h a like.manner and hence exercised neutral and
objective decision-making; 3) whether the person feels that he offlcer treated them with
respect and dignity during the process; and 4) whether üre decisions made or actions
taken by tre ofücer were explained to he individual(s) impacted by them, thus making
fre process transparent. Eadr of these elements constitutes, the pillars upon which
proceduraljustice b built and leads b increased perception of police legitimacy and

increased satisfaction.

Third, the research suggests a more long term impact of proceduraljustice. Wren a
person feels that eacl'r of the procedural justice factors has been satisfactorily met by ar
officer, læ or she b more apt b view he lar and laff enforcemenl, as whole, æ
legitimate authorities b be obeyed. Therefore tre actions of individual officers can have
a huge impact m üre long term beliefs and future conduct of the persons they come into
contact with. Any interactions with law enforcement can serue to either enhance or

April 2013 Version 1.0 Page 4
King County Sheriffs. Office
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lessen a person's judgment about police legitimacy and effect any future interactions
that they may have.

When discussing proceduraljustice, lt b important to acknowledge that it plays upon a
backdrop reality that officers work ir ar environment that b full of uncertainty and
potential danger. Officers can face life{hreatening situations that impact themselves
and others, sometrmes resultrng h the deáth of a fellow offlcer or the death of a citizen.
Ofücors are constantly confronted with threat ambiguity, æ the enemy is seldom readily
identifiable or distinguishable from the ordinary "friendly citizen". Through cumulative
experience, police officers leam that trust should not easily or readily be conferred upon
others, particularly outsiders. Criminals, victims, and even ordinary citizens can be

deceitful or manipulative, often for rn other reason than they are suspicious and
distrustful of police (Henry 1995).

This police culture of distrust h the public can be reinforced by the way h which recruits
are selected and how they are trained. Many recruits are often chosen from the military
community, and are taught to be ever vigilant and to maintain their edge over the public
that they serve. And, for many years now police training has maintained a primary
focus on the tools and physical tactics needed to keep officers safe and quickly resolve
disputes or confrontations. While these methods may have improved officer safety
during physical confrontations they have done little to improve the public's trust and
confidence h their police departments. lronically, without this trust there b less
cooperation or voluntary compliance, which can result h an increasing need for police
to resort to physical force to maintain order. lf in-seruice police training constantly
emphasizes the potential for danger h work and reinforces the mindset of officers being
the insiders and the public being the outsiders (without teaching alternative choices of
interaction with the community), the culture will not change (Paoline 2003).

Research suggests that by increasing public cooperation, the procedural approach to
citizen interaction may enhance the safety'of both law enforcement officers and
community residents (Tyler and Hua 2002). \Nhen the public views the police æ
legitimate, much of theireveryday behaviorwill conform to the law, which then frees up
the police to deal with the more problematic people and situations. h addition, the
efforts of the police to manage such problematic people and situations will be supported
by increased public cooperation. Finally, when the police. need discretionary authority,
their use of such authority will be supported by the public. Therefore, a procedural
justice-based approach to regulation enhances social order by engaging public
cooperation with law and legal authority (Sunshine and Tyler 2003).

The current currtculum seeks to enhance police legitimacy through improving the
everyday interactions of line offìcers with the public that they serve. Public trust grows
and legitimacy improves when officers treat people with respect and exercise authority
h a manner that b perceived as fair and just.

April 2013
King County Sheriffs Office
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Gourse Purpose

The purpose of this coLrrse b b create a broader awareness of proceduraljustice and
ib core principles, and to instill h officers the importance of utilizing proceduraljustice
æ a means of increasing police legitimacy. Officers will learn how enhancing.public
belief h police legitimacy increases voluntary citizen compliance and community
support, and, æ a result, improves offiuet arnl citizeti salety.

Target Audience

The target audience for this course b sworn laru enforcement line officers. However,
üre course material b relevant to laru enforcement personnel at all organizational levels.

Gourse Length

The course length b eight (8) hours or one (1) day.

Scope of Course

This cuniculum b relevant and adaptable to laru enforcement agencies nationwide.

The course introduces officers to proceduraljustice and its core principles. lt b
designed to enable students to understand how utilizing proceduraljustice principles
increases boh immediate compliance and cooperation during citizen interactions, and
long term public views of police legitimacy resulting h increased general compliance
and community support. lt fufther explores many of the challenges and stressors that
threaten police physical and career "survival" and lrcnru proceduraljustice principles can
mitigate many of those challenges, including increasing officer safety through boür

short{erm encounters and long-term community relationships,

Gentral Gourse Topics

' How listening to citizens increases officer safety (immediate outcome)

. How listening to citizens and explaining the processes tr¡ them increases voluntary
compliance (short term outcome)

. How treating people fairly ard with dignity and respect increases public perception of
police legitimacy and results h voluntary compliance and public support (long term
outcome)

. LEED acronym æ a strategy to remember proceduraljustice principles

' Communication principles and basic human needs

April 2013
King County Sheriffs Office
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. Tactical communications, including application of proceduraljustice principles h
officer-citizen interactions from tlre everyday interaction to the dangerous encounter

' Reality of danger h modem policing

Course Structure
:

The course b divided into eight modules which are identified below.

Module 1: lntroduction and Logistics

Module 2 Wly Are \Aþ Here?

Module 3 The lnteractive Nature of Policing Our Communities

Module 4 Legitimacy

Module 5 Benefits of Procedural Justice Based Policing

Module 6 Realities of Modem Day Policing

Module Z Communication Principles and Basic Human Truths

Module I Making Procedural Justice a Part of l-aru Enforcement Culture

Activitles:

Group activities and discussions are included to deepen the participants' understanding
of proceduraljustice and how it impacts all interactions.

Module 1: lntroductions

Module 2 '\Mly Are \A,b Here?

' Baltimore FD intederence video

' lmpact of legitimacy m law enforcement

Module 3 The lnteractive Nature of Policing Our Communities

' What are your goals h policing?

' Expectations: Ouns and the community's

' Community suppott

' Dayton, Ohio traffic stop video

April 2013 Versi.on 1.0 FageT
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' Angela Pierce video

' Forming negative opinions of each other

Module 4 Legitimacy

' Wry do people obey the law?

' Tracey Meares B of 6) Detenence and Legitimacy video

' Deterrence \ s. Legitimacy: What do you think?

' Procedural Justice

' How do we impact trust and legitimacy?

' Dallas FD traffic stop video (CNN)

' Community bank account Deposits and withdrawals

. Baltimore cops versus skateboarder video (YouTube)

' Assessing our interactions

' Applying proceduraljustice

' Atlanta, Georgia - COPS video

Module 5 Benefits of Procedural Justice Based Policing

' .Managing the difücult: tipping the scale

' Spokane FD - COPS video

' Benefits of proceduraljustice

Module 6 Realities of Modem Day Policing

' Wrat does officer "sutvival" mean?

. Wrat challenges and stressors impact ability, willingness, and effectiveness?

' W'rat are the most effective tools b mitigate challenges?

' 'Types" of people and examining stereotypes

April 2013
King County Sheriffs Office
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. Wqo is dangerous?

Module Z Communication Princíples and Basic Human Truths

. Communicating via body language

. Carthage, Texas traffic stop video
I

. Leaking our feelings and intentions

. Respect: Costs and benefits

. Aspects/benefits of listening

Module 8: Making Procedural Justice a Part of Law En,forcement Culture

. Legitimacy at "home"

. Leadership

. Creating cultural change

'. r¡"¡l:
, ..t ìtat.i, .

;..llilïi:.,. .

Þ!:i! at::

April ?013
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Course Overuiew

Module 1: lntroduction and Logistics

Scope Staterrrent

This nrodule ptovides a review of the purpose of the course, tlre course learrrirrg
objectives, and the course structure. The instructors will introduce themselves to you
and share their background and expertise. You will introduce yourselves to the class
and share your present work locations/assignments and total years of law enforcement
experience.

Terminal Learning Objectives (TLC)

You will be able to clearly articulate the general overview of the training program and
the agenda for the day, without reference to training materials.

Enabling Learning Objectives (ELO)

1l Discuss module objectives for the course

1-2 Relate to other students and instructors

Module 2 Why Are We Here?

Scope Statement

This module explores the current public perception of police legitimacy, the impact of
legitimacy on law enforcement officers, and the role of proceduraljustice h promoting
police legitimacy.

Terminal Learning Objectives (TLO)

Without reference to training materials, you will be able to clearly describe police
legitimacy and proceduraljustice, describe their benefits, and articulate the connection
between the two.

Enabling Learning Objectives (ELO)

2-1 Discuss legitimacy and its effects.

3-2 ldentify the characteristics of proceduraljustice, and discuss how they are applied
and their effectiveness in creating police legitimacy.

April 2013
King Gounty Sheriffs Office
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Module 3 : The lnteractive Nature of Policing Our Communities

Scope Statement

This module covers the interactive relationship between law enforcement and the
community, and how that relationship impacts law enforcement effectiveness.

Terminal Learning Objectives [fLO)
Without reference to training materials, you will be able to clearly articulate the
importance of public support for policing .fforts, how law enforcement-community
relations can impact public support, and how citizen and law enforcement expectations
can conflict and cause harm to positive relations.

Enabling Learning Objectives (ELO)

$1 Compare and contrast citizen and law enforcement expectations.

3-2 ldentify reasons why police may lose community support.

3-3 Discuss the need for public support,

Module 4 Legitimacy

Scope Statement

This module covers how to increase public trust and legitimacy by using procedural
justice principles and the LEED model as a means of increasing voluntary compliance.

Terminal Learning Objectives (ILO)

Without reference to training materials, you will be able to clearly compare and contrast
different policing strategies, clearly describe the effectiveness of legitimacy strategies
for increasing public trust, accurately list the components. of the LEED model, and
clearly identify how proceduraljustice principles and the LEED model behaviors can be
used effectively in everyday policing interactions,

Enabling Learning Objectives (ELO)

4-1 Examine different policing strategies.

4-2 Discuss how legitimacy policing strategies impact public trust,

4-3 Discuss how to use proceduraljustice principles and the LEED model as a
communication strategy to build public trust and legitimacy.

4-4 Evaluate the value of using proceduraljustice principles and the LEED model
behaviors in everyday policing interactions

April 2013
King Gounty Sheriffs Office
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Module 5i Benefits of Procedural Justice gaseá Policing

Scope Statement

You will identify the multitude of benefits of procedural justice based policing.

Terminal Learning Objectives [tLO)
Without reference to tlaining rnaterials, you will be able to clearly articulate how
strategically applying proceduraljustice principles to interactions with citizens, with the
use of LEED behaviors, can impact officer safety and mitigate the stresses and
challenges of police work.

Enabling Learning Objectives (ELO)

51 Explain how utilizing proceduraljustice principles can mitigate the challenges and
stresses of police work and discuss examples.

5-2 Demonstrate retention of knowledge pertaining to proceduraljustice principles

Module 6 Realities of Modem Day Policing

Scope Statement

This module explores the working environment of modern police officers and the factors
that impact officer physical and career survival. lt introduces proceduraljustice and
communication skills as tools to promote officer and citizen safety.

Terminal Learning Objectives [ILO)
Without reference to training materials, you will be able to clearly articulate the practical
value and officer safety benefits that can result from applying the core values of
procedural justice to interactions with non-compliant citizens.

Enabling Learning Objectives (ELO)

ô1 Discuss the challenges and fears one faces as a modern police officer.

6-2 Define "officer survival", discuss threats to physical and career survival including
officer mindset, and discuss proceduraljustice as one of the tools that can be used to
address these threats.

Module Z Communication Principles and Basic Human Truths

Scope Statement

This module will reinforce the importance of verbal and nan-verbal communication
during all interactions; reiterate the basic psychological needs of all people to feel
important and valued; and demonstrate how these principles apply to officer safety.

April
lc€

2013
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Terminal Learning Objectives (TLO)

Without reference to the training materials, you will be able to clearly articulate the
impact of verbal and non-verbal communication on citizen interactions and offìcer
safety, be able to clearly explain how respect and active listening behaviors can
positively impact interactions due to the psychological needs of most people, and be
able to accurately identify the meanings of at least two common non-verbal behaviors

Enabling Learning Objectives (ELO)

7-1 Discuss body language concepts.

7-2 Discuss the psychological needs of people.

7-2 Observe and identifo certain forms of non-verbal behavior and their meanings

Module 8i Making Procedural Justice a Part of Law Enforcement Gulture

Scope Statement

This module will provide you with a general overview of how modeling good
communication skills and incorporating principles of Procedural Justice into leadership
strategies can improve the legitimacy of police administrators among line staff ofücers.

Terminal Learning Objectives (TLO).

Without reference to training materials, you will be able to clearly articulate how the
leadership strategies used by the supervisors and managers h your organization may
impact the legitimacy of the administrators from the perspective of line staff officers.

Enabling Learning Objectives (ELO)

&1 Discuss leadership strategies used by police administrators within the host agency.

&2 Examine the need for cultural change h order to implement proceduraljustice as a
long term policing strategy.

April
King

2013
County Sheriffs Office
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EVALUATION STRATEGY

The evaluation strategy designed for this course contains three elements:

Learning Checks are a self evaluation for pafticipants. Learning Checks are found at
the conclusion of each module h the Participant Guide. Learning Checks are intended
to aid the participant h retention of important course information. At the conclusion of
each module, the instructor will summarize the module and review module objectives
and encourage participants to evaluate their learning by completing the Learning
Checks.

Level l-The Level 1 evaluation b a student assessment of the course and the
instructor/s, lt will evaluate the course effectiveness, the course benefit, the instructor/s,
and the delivery method. ltwill also provide a self-evaluation of the student's
knowledge/skills/abilities (KSAs) level h proceduraljustice and allow for general
comments. lnstructor/s should ensure that the Level I Evaluation is completely filled out
by each student using black ink.

Level ll-The Level I evaluation consists of a pre-test and post-testwhich will evaluate
participant level of learning. The pre{est will be administered prior to the beginning of
the course. The post-test will be administered and collected during the wrap-up at the
end of the curriculum. Through comparison of the pre- and post-test results,
participants' level of learning will be determined.

Completion-Upon completion of the Level levaluation and the Level ll post-test,
students will turn h evaluations to the instructor. The instructor will check forms for
completion and legibility. Post-tests should be graded if possible.

Certificate-lf participants attend the entire day, they will receive a Certifìcate of
,Attendance when they turn h their Posþtest and Course Evaluation.

:,

April 2013
King County Sheriffs Offìce
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ATTACHMENT C - 15070

HERI FF
MemorandumKING COUNTY

Date:

To:

From:

Re:

June 30,2017

King County Council Via: Council Clerk

Chris Barringer, KCSO Chief of Staff

Implicit Bias, Violence De-escalation, and Crisis Intervention Training

The purpose of this document is to satisfy the requirements of Proviso P4 in Ordinance

18409 ensuring that the King County Sheriffs Office transmits "a report on implementation of

an enhanced, culturally appropriate antibias, violence de-escalation, and crisis intervention

training program" to be completed by December 31, 2018.

The Sheriffls Office has been pleased to partner with the Office of Law Enforcement

Oversight (OLEO) to develop the focus and training cuniculum the proviso requires. I've

included as ar: attachment to this letter a recent memo drafted by the OLEO with

recommendations for the implementation of Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) training, a

recommendation for the addition of a CIT Coordinator, and the review and revising of relevant

Sheriffs Office policies surrounding the contacting of subjects in behavioral crisis. The

Sheriff s Office will continue to partner with the OLEO in this regard (Attachment A).

CIT TRAINING

That attached memo from the OLEO accurately summarizes state law on CIT training

requirements for police officers. RCV/ 43.101 .427 requires that every general authority offtcer

receive a minimum of 8 hours of CIT training by 202I, along with a two-hour annual refresher

and update starting July 1,2017. The Sheriffs Office General Orders Manual (GOM)

5.08.040(3) already requires an annual two-hour online refresher online training.

The Sheriffs Office is comprised of 1,128 employees, including 725 c,ommissioned

members. It's primarily broken up into four separate divisions: Patrol Operations Division;

Criminal Investigations Division; Tech Services Division; and the Sherifls Administration. The
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majority of Sheriffls Office commissioned personnel work face-to-face with the public in the

Patrol Operations Division, which includes 382 deputies and 65 sergeants.

Of the commissioned staff, 330 members have thus far received 8-hour CIT training. 275

members have received the 4O-hour CIT training, and so far 230 of the total 725 commissioned

members have received zero training.l

The V/ashington State Criminal Justice Training Commission (V/SCJTC) regularly holds

CIT certification courses for 8-hour and 4O-hour trainings. The Sheriffls Office has consistently

sent the maximum number of personnel the WSCJTC will accept for its certification courses,

recognizing the fact that the courses are held for police officers from all over the state, ancl not

solely for the Sheriff s Office. In April of this year, Sheriff Urquhart ordered that deputies

working in the Patrol Operations Division be prioritized for CIT training because they have the

most face-to-face contact with the public. The OLEO specifically recommends that Patrol

Training Officers (PTOs) who train entry-level and lateral hires on the street be prioritized as

well. The Sheriffls Offrce agrees with the OLEO's recommendation. Currently, the Sheriff s

Office is training patrol deputies and sergeants in the 40-hour CIT course at a rate of roughly five

per month.

Finally, the Sherifls Office is exploring the possibility of holding additional trainings at

the V/SCJTC exclusively for Sheriff s Office personnel to accelerate the rate at which its

members are trained. While these discussions are preliminary and ongoing, additional courses

significantly raise the possibility that 100% of deputies working patrol receive the 4O-hour CIT

training by the end of 2018. State law currently recommends that 25%o of patrol receive the 40-

hour class. At the current rate in which the V/SCJTC offers CIT courses, it would not be

possible to provide all Sheriff s Office patrol deputies with the 4O-hour training.

I Some overlap exists for members who have received both the 8-hour training and 4O-hour training. Figures

accurate as of March 28,2017.
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VIOLENCE DEESCALATION

Less Lethal Tools

The Sheriff s Offrce recognizes the value of less lethal tools in deescalating a volatile

situation to avoid the use of deadly force. Every deputy working patrol is required to carry two

less than lethal tools: Pepper spray and a TASER. Additionally, deputies are required to have a

police baton readily available either on their person or in their patrol vehicle. These tools give

deputies an additional force option prior to resorting to the use of deadly force with their firearm.

All deputies receive training in the application of pepper spray or the use of the baton at

the V/SCJTC. Additionally, the Sheriff s Office provides refreshers on these tools in its annual

use of force online training.

The most common less lethal tool used by Sherifls Offrce deputies is the TASER. Every

patrol deputy is required to carry a TASER and receive annual certification training. Because the

use of the TASER is more common than other tools, the Sheriffls Office has developed dynamic

scenario-based training involving the use of TASERs that incorporate other aspects of de-

escalation and LEED principles (Listen and Explain with Equity and Dignity). As such, the

training is much more comprehensive than a simple "aim and shoot" certification, and it presents

a more realistic approach to the TASER's use. Without the use of the proviso funds, the

Sheriffs Office would not be able to continue the comprehensive scenario-based TASER

training due to the increased costs in backf,rll overtime. The annual cost of providing TASER

certification for commissioned personnel is between $146,000 and $292,000. 
'This figure is

based on an assumption that betwcen 50o/o and 100Yo of the deputies are receiving the training on

straight time and overtime, respectively.

In June of 2017, Sheriff Urquhart approved the purchase of bean bag shotguns and the

development of policies and training for their use. These are designed to be carried in deputy

patrol cars and can be deployed as a more long-range less lethal option, particularly when

dealing with subjects known to be carrying knives or other sharp weapons. Training

commissioned personnel in the use of bean bag shotguns will incur the Sheriffs Office

additional annual costs.
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Justice Based Policing

ln 2013, the Sheriff s Office Advanced Training Unit developed and delivered Justice

Based Policing to department members in partnership with the WSCJTC (Attachment B). One

such ongoing course of study is focused around dealing with all members of the public, including

juveniles, in a respectful manner using LEED principles. This Justice Based Policing course

speaks to the commitment of the Sheriffs Office of equity and social justice with the

communities that we serve. The 8-hour training has been showcased at both the state and

national level. All new commissioned hires, both entry-level and latçral, have received Justice

Based Policing since its incorporation in 2013.

The OLEO and Sheriff s Office agree that Justice Based Policing is extremely valuable

for any deputy or sergeant working patrol. The Sheriffs Office believes it feasible to utilize

proviso funds to pay for backfill overtime in order to put every remaining patrol deputy and

sergeant without the training through the Justice Based Policing Course before the end of 2017.

IMPLICIT BIAS TRAINING

The Sheriff s Office is currently partnering with the OLEO to identify and use proviso

funds to contract with an outside trainer to present to department members on the broad issues of

racial and social justice and institutional racism. The cost of the training will include the speaker

fees, as well as the backfill overtime for patrol deputies and sergeants. The OLEO has already

recommended several speakers for this training, which the Sheriffls Office is currently

reviewing. The Sheriff s Office plans to incorporate implicit bias training into its three-day in-

service training in the Fall of 2017.
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TRAINING COSTS

The table below outlines the costs for providing training to patrol deputies and sergeants

for 1,2, and 3-day session. The table assumes a90ll0 ratio between sergeants and deputies, and

is based on an average overtime rate of 579.27 and $95.39 for deputies and sergeants,

respectively.

l5 Classes to cover all Patrol

Cost
Calculation

507ó Backfill

#of
denuties

%
Deputies

Backfilled

x8
Hrs/

Backfill

X Avg
rate

s79.27 l Dav 2 ilav 3 dav

30 l5 t'20 9,71)6 145,59'2 29 1,1 85 436,777

75%Backftll 30 23 184 14,883 223,242 446.483 669.725

100% Backfill 30 30 240 L9,412 291,185 582,369 873,554
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